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NEW RELEASES NO. 5 – 2021 
             
Omar Sosa: An East African Journey (release March 19th, 2021) 
MDC 23 / € 10,95 / 5400863047665 / label: Music Development Company / format: CD / Cuba – Fusion 

An exquisite set of world music recordings featuring Cuban composer-pianist-bandleader Omar Sosa 
collaborating with seven East African artists, fusing traditional sounds with jazz in a subtle, contemporary 
production. The folkloric music forming the basis of the project was recorded by Omar Sosa while on tour in 
East Africa, including material from Madagascar, Kenya, Sudan, Ethiopia, Burundi, Zambia, and Mauritius. 
Jazz elements added include Omar Sosa on piano, Steve Argüelles on drums and percussion, and 
Christophe 'Disco' Minck on double bass, synths, and effects. Teaser. 
             
Tania Saleh: 10 A.D. 
FXCD 476 / € 10,95 / 7041889648320 / label: Kirkelig Kulturverksted / format: CD / Lebanon – Popular 

Tania Saleh has recorded a daring album she has called '10 A.D.'. Her new album celebrates and explores 
the conditions for women from different angles, particularly the reality a divorced woman must deal with in a 
country such as Lebanon. The right to decide over one’s own body, midlife crises, vanity, hyper consumerism, 
social pressure, addiction to the virtual world and the injustice of the patriarchal Middle East. All the melodies 
on the new album have also been written by her. She calls the style of her new album 'Indie Arabic', 
Mediterranean melodies arranged for traditional Arabic instruments and a classical string quartet, all of this 
wrapped in an electronic soundscape somewhere between alternative rock and trip-hop. Listen. 

             
L’Alba: A Principiu (release March 19th, 2021) 
BUDA 860367 / € 11,05 / 3341348603674 / label: Buda Musique / format: CD / Corsica – Folk-Fusion 

L'Alba likes to say that the Corsican musical tradition is not frozen in time but, quite the opposite, is in 
constant evolution and movement. The music of L'Alba, timeless and wide open to the world, takes on an 
ever-more Mediterranean orientation on this new album. L'Alba's work sets it at the heart of the Corsican 
musical landscape: while preserving the heritage of polyphonic voices, the group is now absorbing new 
influences with a palette of sounds borrowed from the world’s regional cultures such as North Africa, Italy, 
Greece and Portugal. Featuring Mokthar Samba, Louis Mhlanga, and Fanou Torracinta among others. Listen. 
             
Branko Galoic: Ples Slobode - Danse de la Liberte 
SUPIAS 21 / € 10,45 / 3760231769912 / label: SuperPitch / format: CD / Croatia – Balkan 

Branko Galoic’s journey reflects his free spirit. He was born in Zagreb, Croatia, then Yugoslavia, and grew up 
in the small town of Ivanić-Grad. He spent 11 years in Amsterdam, 3 years in Berlin and 6 years in Paris. 
Branko is an autodidact, self-taught musician. He played in several local cover bands until the year 2000, 
playing mainly rock covers, Balkan and gypsy songs. 'Ples Slobode - Danse de la Liberte’ is Branko Galoic’s 
8th album. With an international group of musicians coming from Portugal, Iran, France, Serbia, Bosnia and 
Holland, he further develops his own typical sound, rooted in the Eastern European and Balkan traditions and 
mixed with all kind of different styles. Listen.  
             
Aiala: 2021: An Earth Oddity 
KM 221 / € 10,95 / 8435307611758 / label: Kasba Music / format: CD / Spain – Popular 
KMV 71169 / € 13,95 / 8435307611765 / label: Kasba Music / format: LP / Spain – Popular 

The Catalan artist Aiala already releases her second album '2021: An Earth Oddity'. It is a new sample of her 
versatility, because the 24-year-young singer expands the number of styles she approaches, demonstrating 
once again that she resists being labeled. She began her debut album tour shortly before the lockdowns due 
to covid-19, with which, her plans - like everyone else's - were derailed. So she started working non-stop on 
new songs, as she had more time, she was accumulating material. She really wanted to put out more music. 
Music, once again, became her lifeline. It has saved her throughout the last year. Listen to a track. 

             
Mabel Flores: Meraki 
KM 121 / € 10,95 / 8435307611741 / label: Kasba Music / format: CD / Spain – Mestizo 

This album is simmered from the time dilation of a pandemic, seasoned with the baggage of the producer 
Carlos Manzanares and with the collaborations of Pedro Pastor, Mafalda and Roba Estesa. A cocktail of 
nuances and freshness that unveils a new stage of this singer-songwriter, faithful to her ironic and critical 
lyrics, but with a renewed sound that moves between different styles that could be summarized as mestizo 
with South American influences and electronic ornaments. The revolutionary, visceral and sincere messages 
stands out, reflected in the song such as 'Mujer incendio', a cumbia with a powerful and catchy chorus. Listen. 

https://youtu.be/yMu4DkXZ2iw
https://youtu.be/2bsDxMk49TM
https://youtu.be/lCtWzBRPX0U
https://youtu.be/a753L5D-z-k
https://youtu.be/1xsL7ucaShc
https://youtu.be/nBnNsPUddO4
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Maria De La Colina: Pura Flamencura 
ARPP 143 / € 10,95 / 8437016124925 / label: Adriatico Records / format: CD / Spain – Flamenco 

Born in La Colina (village belonging to La Puebla del Río, Seville). Maria de la Colina is a veteran interpreter 
of sevillanas and fandangos de Huelva, with a long professional career and countless successes. Being very 
young, in the early eighties, she decided to start her professional career in the Sevillanas genre. Her 
repertoire is wide, since in addition to sevillanas, she sings rumbas, fandangos or tangos. With a long 
professional career, her performance and her heartfelt voice stand out. The queen of sevillanas releases 
now a very flamenco album 'Pura Flamencura', composed of 8 songs that dance between rumbas and 
sevillanas with a lot of passion. Listen to a track. 
             
Various: Jazzuela! – Original Jazz Music From Julio Cortazar’s Rayuela 
SATKLP 290 / € 21,45 / 8435307609878 / label: Satelite K / format: 2LP / Various – Jazz 

Jazzuela is the fusion of jazz and Hopscotch; the masterpiece of the Argentine writer Julio Cortázar. With 
this title it has been tried to indicate the importance that jazz has in his novel. For Cortázar, jazz symbolizes 
freedom; Spontaneity; the negation of any structure and Hopscotch follows this scheme; since the author 
suggests several reading proposals so that we can choose freely. So the narration; with its advances and 
setbacks; resembles a jazz improvisation in which Dizzy Gillespie; Bix Beiderbecke; Louis Armstrong; Bessie 
Smith; Coleman Hawkins; Franck Trumbauer; Lionel Hampton; Big Bill Broonzy; Duke Ellington; Kansas City 
Six and so many others join us on the reading journey.  

             
Now also available on Vinyl! 
Barcelona Gipsy Balkan Orchestra: Nova Era 
SATKCD 280 / € 11,45 / 8435307611338 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain – Popular 
SATKLP 280 / € 15,95 / 8435307611529 / label: Satelite K / format: LP / Spain – Popular 

This is the first album of a truly new era marked by the addition of Margherita Abita, the Sicilian singer who 
has given new strength and unity to the project. This work demonstrates anew how BGKO is able to adapt 
and evolve, combining the individual choices of its members with the current historic world situation. The 
BGKO family feels stronger than ever and eager to share new repertoire and introduce their new singer! 
Listen. 

             
Germano Bonaveri: Il Bardo E Il Re Dei Gatti 
VM 3032 / € 9,95 / 8392347030324 / label: Visage Music / format: CD / Italy – Popular 

This album represents the sixth chapter of the artistic work of the songwriter from Bologna. The tracks taste 
of blues, bearing some electroacoustic jazz moments and mediaeval ballads in their musical texture. 
Combined with these elements, there is also a reminded of rock music and a strong presence of traditional 
songwriting. The intention was to restore the purity of sound without the artificial filter of digital perfection, of 
an excessive processing and of the exasperated use of compressors. 'Il Bardo E Il Re Dei Gatti' is a piece of 
high quality songwriting, a prelude to the next work that will narrate the world we are living in through the 
'memories from the future' of the survivors. Listen to a track. 
             
Gabriele Muscolino: Gabriele Muscolino 
VM 3033 / € 9,95 / 8392347030331 / label: Visage Music / format: CD / Italy – Popular 

Warm melodic vocals and strings, chamber music arrangements, a deeply personal mix of folk and Italian 
songwriting. At the root of this debut album by Gabriele Muscolino was the idea of recording in a traditionally 
rustic room. The tracks were recorded almost exclusively in an old wooden parlour at a farmhouse. Outside it 
is still cold, despite the spring sunshine. Indoors, in the parlour, musicians and sound engineers do their best 
to warm themselves at a small stove. The acoustic line - up (bouzouki, violin, cello, backing vocals and 
accordion) accompany the lead vocals. The mood varies: sometimes narrated, sometimes surreal and 
lyrical, other times satirical. Muscolino’s voice and its melodic ingenuity benefit strongly as the beautiful 
melodies come one after another and draw the listener under their spell. Listen. 
             
Ar Vro Bagan : War Hent Youenn Gwernig 
PPR 32 / € 9,45 / 3359340164291 / label: Paker Prod / format: CD / France-Brittany – Folk 

Songs by Youenn Gwernig interpreted by the musicians of the Ar Vro Bagan troupe who accompany the play 
written by Goulc'han Kervella. Cabinetmaker and sculptor, musician and singer, Youenn Gwernig emigrated 
to the United States in 1957, where he met Jack Kerouac. Back in Brittany in 1969, he took part in social and 
cultural struggles through singing and writing. His work (Breton, French, English) and his existence, steeped 
in humanist and universal values, illustrate this Breton identity open to the world. Youenn Gwernig is the 
author of an important poetic work, in the three languages that he practiced. In 1995, he was awarded the 
Langleiz Prize, for literature in Breton, for this work. Listen to a track. 

             
Thierry Biscary: Muda 
BISCARY 202003 / € 10,45 / 3701221000028 / label: Kalapita Records / format: CD / Basque – Popular 

After fifteen years of career (Hegalka, Kokin, Kalakan ...), Thierry starts his solo career in 2018. In Manez eta 
Kobreak first disc, he tells stories of his friends, neighbors and family members. His songs speak of the 
connection he has with his land and his community. He released a new album called Muda in 2020, for the 
first time in his own name. In this work, he evokes moult in a broad sense, personal evolutions and 
revolutions, the changes suffered or decided by different characters. Musicians are Thierry Biscary, voice; 
Jeremie Garat, guitars, mandolin, cello, percussions, voice; Joel Merah, guitar; Amaiur Cajaraville, double 
bass; plus sevaral guest musicians. Listen. 

https://youtu.be/WlXYBDu3x4M
https://youtu.be/qWF7jVDJILI
https://youtu.be/L8xwzu2UXhk
https://youtu.be/ilIjza2y9KU
https://youtu.be/aJUlPeVNKdQ
https://youtu.be/qIJzs9kqITY
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John Dowland, Nuno Corte-Real & Ana Quintas: Time Stands Still 
AWR 20001 / € 12,45 / 0745125861685 / label: Artway Records / format: CD / Portugal – Classic 

Nuno Corte-Real is considered one of the most significant contemporary composers in Portugal. His oeuvre 
is rich and varied, with works ranging from songs to chamber and orchestral music to feature-length operas, 
which have been repeatedly recorded and performed worldwide, including in Amsterdam, London and New 
York. He is the founder and artistic director of the Ensemble Darcos, a chamber music group dedicated to 
the interpretation of his own music and the great European repertoire. On this album, which he has recorded 
together with the Ensemble Darcos and the renowned soprano Ana Quintans, he now devotes himself to the 
music of English Renaissance composer John Dowland, which he juxtaposes with works of his own.  

             
Iiris Tarnanen: The Day I Was Born (release March 19th, 2021) 
ECD 2020128 / € 9,95 / 1954976092226 / label: Eclipse Music / format: CD / Finland – Avant Garde 

Iiris Tarnanen is a musician and music educator living in Helsinki Finland. Iiris Tarnanen aims to create 
holistic performances where her skills as a cellist, singer and dancer are integrated. Her music has been 
described versatile, unique and profound. At the moment Iiris is focusing on her solo career, recording her 
first album and performing her music. Iiris’s compositions draw on themes from inner devils to the excitement 
of unknown, new adventures. Touching stories, shameless attitude and strong emotions are all 
communicated through the music. Iiris’ music is creative, in-depth and expressive. Her perfoming has been 
described shameless, entertaining and profound.  

             
Rolling Rust: Mind Your Head (release March 19th, 2021) 
ECD 2021134 / € 9,95 / 1954974220676 / label: Eclipse Music / format: CD / Finland – Folk-Rock 

Katriina Honkanen, Janne Louhivuori and Ilkka Tenhunen have formed the band Rolling Rust. Rolling Rust's 
first album is now released to celebrate the Spring of 2021. It consists of new songs composed by Honkanen 
and Louhivuori. The lyrics are Honkanen's handwriting and the music arrangements are a cocktail brewed 
together. Influences can be found in a wide range of Anglo-American music. The songs include New Orleans 
as well as Celtic tones. Seven years have passed since their previous album. The language has changed 
from Finnish to English. At the same time, the direction of the music has gone in a rougher, bluesier 
direction. Listen to a track. 
             
Dario Capasso & Andrea Laudante: Acron 
LB 4 / € 9,45 / 0305369131410 / label: Liburia Records / format: CD / Italy – Electronic 

The album 'Acron' is a meeting of the sonic universes of Dario Capasso and Andrea Laudante. The search 
for a common territory between the two different dimensions, the virtual one of the machine and the physical 
one of the acoustic instrument, is conducted through a dialogue that leads to a dualism of conditions of the 
materials and fluctuating states, such as balance and idiosyncrasy, frenzy and stasis, structure and 
deconstruction. By exploring the possibilities of this communication, sometimes taken to the extreme, the 
musical narration opens up to new inner perspectives and hybrid levels of expression.  

             
Achille Succi: Gargano Urbano – Contemporary Jazz From Rural Singing To Hip-Hop 
C 293 / € 9,45 / 0746160911236 / label: Da Vinci Jazz / format: CD / Italy – Jazz 

Musicologist Alan Lomax in his trip to Italy in 1954 had well grasped this aspect of documenting music, 
thanks to his pioneering activity of recording, cataloging and researching we can have extraordinary 
documents, testimonies of a society in some ways far from ours, but still rooted in the lands, and in the 
stones of the Gargano and Lucania towns. On the other hand, in all folk music, as well as in those coming 
from the Lucan area, there is a primordial fire that passes from generation to generation. It would be a 
mistake to reproduce the same songs slavishly. This is the key to understanding Achille Succi's original 
"Gargano-Urbano" project, which tries to interpret the fire of the region's music in an 'urban' way, with a look 
at the current, syncretic and inclusive sound universe, open to the world. Listen to a track. 

             
Ciro Riccardi & Gianluca Rovinello: Grass ‘n Wood 
C 292 / € 9,45 / 0746160911229 / label: Da Vinci Jazz / format: CD / Italy – Jazz 

It's an unusual trip for an Harp and a Trumpet… When Gianluca and Ciro first met they decide to go beyond 
the limits and the 'border' of their instruments looking for a new sound, something they never heard before. 
So they brought along their experiences in jazz, folk and classical music and just started playing, using pedal 
effects of every kind and writing songs without any idea of what they were actually doing. After a long year 
they played the first concert and then … the trip begun!  This is the magical world of 'Grass 'n Wood'!  
Listen to a track. 

             
Hub Roots: Heritage 
C 291 / € 9,45 / 0746160911212 / label: Da Vinci Jazz / format: CD / Italy – Jazz 

Hub Roots was born from the encounter of musicians coming from different expressive areas that find their 
perfect musical harmony in a jazz territory of modern matrix. The compositions and arrangements are the 
result of a musical journey that has its roots in classical music, takes on the forms of jazz and flows into a 
personal language preferring the melody even on complex structures. Hub Roots is: Luigi Tresca on Sax, 
Claudio D'Amato on Hammond and Pierluigi Tomassetti on Drums. Listen to a track. 
 
 

https://youtu.be/irWLKeGXSD8
https://youtu.be/vEViqcMztbU
https://youtu.be/0mSDtqaFqB4
https://youtu.be/dp0m-j9RMYg
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OUT SOON 

             
Samba Toure: Binga (release April 9th, 2021) 
GBCD 110 / € 10,45 / 4030433611029 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Mali – Popular 

The legendary Malian singer/guitarist returns with his most personal and immersive album to date. Intimately 
recorded with a small band, 'Binga' dives deep into Samba's Songhoy roots. During the 15th and 16th 
centuries the Songhoy people ruled the largest empire in Africa. It stretched across the entire western Sahel, 
famed for the glory that was Timbuktu, the city of gold, known across the world as a centre of culture and 
learning. Binga is the region that encompasses the vast space below the Saharan desert in Mali. This is where 
guitarist and singer Samba Toure grew up, and it still owns his heart. Moody Sahelian atmospheres.  

             
Luc Le Masne: Orchestral Works (release April 23rd, 2021) 
BUDA 860349 / €18,95 / 3341348603490 / label: Buda Musique / format: 3CD / France – Jazz 

Luc Le Masne was born in Paris in 1950 into a family of musicians: his parents, both singers, introduced him 
at an early age to piano and singing. Moving progressively from improvisation towards composition, he soon 
started composing his own work, and he hasn’t stopped since. Luc Le Masne is said to defy categorisation. 
His talent shines through in jazz, as it does in symphonic compositions and music for opera, ballet, oratorios, 
theatre and film scores. Today, like a painter who sets aside his brushes and palette to cut back to the purity 
of a simple pencil, Luc Le Masne has dedicated himself to writing melodies.  

             
Comorian: We Are An Island, But We’re Not Alone (release May 7th, 2021) 
GBCD 109 / € 10,45 / 4030433610923 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Comoren – Traditional 

Sun-baked instrumental meditations played on local string and percussion instruments. Yearning vocals and 
songs that evoke the mystifying realities of everyday life. Recorded live and outdoors on Grande Comore 
island by acclaimed producer, Ian Brennan (Tinariwen, Ustad Saami, Zomba Prison Project). The Comoro 
islands are known locally as the “islands of the moon.” “We are an island, but we’re not alone” is the first 
album of original songs ever to be released from the region. This is Volume #8 of Glitterbeat's Hidden Musics 
series.  

             
Amparanoia: Himnopsis Colectiva (release May 14th, 2021) 
LMR 2021001 / € 10,95 / 8435633999537 / label: Mamita Records / format: CD / Spain – Mestizo 

‘Himnopsis Colectiva’, is the title of the new album of Amparanoia, definitely one of Spain’s leading world 
music bands. Amparanoia stands since 2007 for an authentic southern mestizo sound with the caractheristic 
and unrivaled voice and appearence of Amparo Sánchez. There is of course the representative warm voice of 
Amparo Sánchez, that goes so well together with her typical musical style that deals of course with old style 
cumbia, some carribean reggae tunes, rumba or boogaloo, but even so with a more electronic approach, 
desert rock, Balkan-influenced songs or pure pop music. Listen to a track. 
 

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Chuck Johnson: The Cinder Grove                GBCD 106 / GBLP 106 
2. Las Lloronas: Soaked                            MZP 13 
3. Astori Amsterdam: Verhalen uit Buenos Aires           AACD 1 
4. San Salvador: La Grande Folie           MDC 26 
5. Sam Mangwana: Lubamba            MDC 27 

 

REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                     February 2021 
Various: Zanzibar 10 – First Modern        BUDA 860354 
Liraz: Zan             GBCD 101/GBLP 101 
Derya Turkan & Sokratis Sinopoulos: Soundplaces               2GN 12 
Tara Fuki: Motyle                   2664547 
Las Lloronas: Soaked                   MZP 13 
Tao Ravao & Vincent Bucher: Piment Beu       BUDA 860363 
Felix Lajko & Band: Start                 FA 4622 
Marjo Smolander: Cosmologies    MKM 1 
Nakany Kante: De Conakry A Bercelone   KM 720 
World Music Charts Europe                      February 2021 
Liraz: Zan             GBCD 101/GBLP 101 
Tara Fuki: Motyle                   2664547 
Nando Citarella & Tamburi del Vesuvio: Museca           AFMCD 235 
Las Lloronas: Soaked                   MZP 13 
Felix Lajko & Band: Start                 FA 4622 
Otodik Evszak: Ne Rejtsd El                  FA 4532 
Marjo Smolander: Cosmologies    MKM 1 
ESpanje                                  #1 January-March 2021 
Yilian Canizares: Erzulie          Y 3 
Maria Rodes: Lilith           SATKCD 278 
Yulieski Gonzalez: Cubanero             YGCV 2020 

Jazzism                                         #2 2021 
Hot Club of Baltimore: La Vie En Rose             SUCD 6148132 
Heaven                                                   #2 2021 
Dynah: Dynah                FNL 2014 
AP Big Band: Plays Radiohead       YOUKALI 190 
Marco Mezquida: Talisman             VRMM 902 
BraAgas: Bestiale – Best Of                 2664537 
Tara Fuki: Motyle                  2664547 
Budoar Stare Damy: Kostricky              2664544 / 2664545 
Arlo Bigazzi & Chiara Cappelli: Majakovskij!          MASOCD 90174 
Fratelli Mancuso: Manzama            SQLCD 141 
Maria Mazzotta: Amoreamaro                ALCD 15 / ALLP 1 
Mukdad-Rothenberg –Lankow         CLECD 34 / CLELP 34 
San Salvador: La Grande Folie                 MDC 26 
Maskineri: Hopsa 101                  GO 820 
Jere Valkonen: Jere Valkonen             ECD 2020123 / ELP 202019 
Yuliesky Gonzalez: Cubanero           YGCV 2020 
Sam Mangwana: Lubamba                  MDC 27 
Raffaele Casarano & Claudio Farinone: Todomercedes    VM 3029 
Krajina Ro: Hotel Blazen                 2664556 
Various: Kosecke Pisne                 2664508 
Umberto Vitiello: L’Ultimo Sogno Blu               RMR 247

  
 

Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

https://youtu.be/OqUsK4iJvqI
mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

